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WHAT’S NEW
2013 BRAIN INJURY AWARENESS WEEK (BIAW)
12-18 August 2013
(check out the full program on www.binsa.org)
Join BINSA at the bangonalunch to launch
bangonabeanie the national symbol of acquired
brain injury (ABI) and BIAW

Wednesday 31 July 11.30am-2.30pm
opp BINSA in Light Square
bangonabeanie is the national campaign supporting the over
1.6 million Australians affected by acquired brain injury (ABI).
We want you to proudly wear a blue beanie (or a ‘T’ in case you
have an aversion to headgear!) in support of 2013 Brain Injury
Awareness Week (BIAW).
All profits raised by BINSA from bangonabeanie will go
towards our much needed BINSA regional services. BINSA is
establishing regional ABI networks in Mt. Gambier, Iron Triangle initially at Pt Pirie and then the Riverland.
ABI is often called the invisible disability, and with so many
Australians affected, we all know someone - family members,
workmates, and neighbours. BINSA is here to provide that vital
support and representation.
bangonabeanie is fun, but it’s also the best way we know to
get the conversation started about ABI. buy a beanie or donate
- go to www.binsa.org look for the bangonabeanie symbol
and make a BIG difference to someone’s life!

12-16 2013 BIAW EVENTS incl
BINSA 21st Birthday
15 Ladies Lounge - Mt Gambier
SEPTEMBER
3/10 RTP
4 RTP Alumni
17 MABIN
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LINKS AND PODCAST INFORMATION

BINSA COMINGS

BINSA Board
With the advent of the new
BINSA Constitution - check our
website for a full copy - here’s a
remnder of who our BINSA Board
members are
Joanna Andrew, Chair
Joanna has been a partner with
Mellor Olsson Lawyers since
2008, and specialises in major
claims in spinal injury and brain
injury
Pam Kirkham, OAM, Vice
Chair
Pam has served on the Board
for many years so provides
BINSA with substantial historical
perspective and organisational
knowledge
Terence O’Rourke, Treasurer
Terence’s varied skills will focus
on BINSA continuing to build its
financial and resource base
Dean Fyfe
Dean has devoted himself to his
partner Cheryl’s ongoing full time
care as well as their 4 children
Neville Hamilton-Brown
Neville offers his experiences to
help others on the same journey
who are recovering from an ABI
Nadia Moffatt
Nadia has lived with a brain injury
since the age of twelve and she
uses her experiences to help make
the lives of other people with a
brain injury easier

2

Karl Mortimer

happening in Canada re ABI.

Karl is enjoying that we have
anointed him one of the small
band of ‘bungees’ (those who
happily keep returning) and
BINSA is benefitting from his
substational management
background in governement

Vanessa is taking time out and
heading off on 6 months oveseas
touring before returning to full
time study at Adelaide Uni.
Enjoy this time and we hope
to see you again in 2014.

Simon West
Simon has vast experience in
Marketing and Promotion within
the private sector and applying
to new and successful business
ventures.

• PODCASTS •
Racing minds 				Listen now
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/allinthemind/
racing-minds/4796220
Sunday 7 July 2013 5:00PM
Impulsive, impatient, easily bored, chaotic and need to
multi-task? Attention deficit /hyperactivity disorder is a
neurodevelopmental condition which begins in childhood
but three to five per cent of adults continue to have the
symptoms. Many don’t even realise they have the condition
until they encounter life’s challenges as an adult, away from
the supervision of parents and teachers. Jess tells of her life
with a fast mind and we hear about effective management
and treatment strategies.

______________________________________________
The anatomy of violence

BINSA GOINGS

BINSA Staff
Ed Weaver and Vanessa
Seymour
Ed and Vanessa both joined
BINSA as volunteers and then
successively became casual staff
members in Springboard Program
Support, then when needed
stepped up to assist in supporting
the Advocate.
Ed and Vanessa both have
qualifications in Psychology and
related experiences and skills
which have proven to be exactly
what we needed during their
time here.
Ed is taking up an exciting job
opportunity in the US and then
Canada.
Good luck, but we will
miss you Ed so keep the
connections and tell us what’s

Charlotte Rasmussen
Charlotte started with BINSA
when she undertook her major
student practicum placement
while completing her 3rd year
Social Work/Social Planning
Degree @ Flinders Uni.When a
vacancy came up in RTP as a CoAssistant Coordinator, Charlotte
was one of the successful
candidates and has added
significantly to the outcomes of
the program during 2012-13
especially in helping to design and
deliver the young RTP (yRTP).
Charlotte has now taken up a
full time position working with
children. Thanks Charlotte, we
wish you the very best.

Download audio

http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/allinthemind/
new-document/4746392
Sunday 16 June 2013 5:00PM
What turns someone to violent crime? For most of the
twentieth century social factors have been key to
understanding violence—but the field of neurocriminology is
showing that differences in brain biology and even in heart
rate can predispose someone to antisocial behaviour. Adrian
Raine, who has studied the biological roots of crime for 35
years, discusses the complex interaction between social and
biological factors and the uncomfortable questions it raises.
___________________________________________________________
Listen now

Alan Saunders Memorial Lecture

http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/bigideas/
alan-saunders-memorial-lecture/4782110
Tuesday 9 July 2013 8:05PM
Tonight Big Ideas presents the inaugural Alan Saunders
Memorial Lecture. Is science all we need to understand
human nature? The answer of British philosopher Simon
Blackburn is NO. He cautions against placing too much faith
in purely scientific interpretations of human nature and
emphasises that environmental and cultural influences should
not be ignored.

Disability Justice
Plan Consultation
Update
Informal meetings have
continued with representatives
from a range of community
organisations.
The issues raised resonated
with previous meetings,
with an emphasis on the
need for rights awareness,
training for staff working in
the criminal justice system,
training for lawyers, culturally
and linguistically appropriate
service provision, and a
central point of call for people
with disability, carers and
service providers to access
information.
We are now compiling
this information with the
feedback from the other public
meetings, and will make this
available on our website soon
for consideration
If you have been unable to
attend a public meeting, or
attended and since thought
of other ideas, please visit
our website and share your
thoughts by completing the
online survey:
http://saplan.org.au/yoursay
Alternatively, you can email
us at disabilityjusticeplan@
agd.sa.gov.au or make a
submission via post:

Disability Justice Plan
Attorney-General’s
Department
GPO Box 464
Adelaide SA 5001
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BINSA Consultants,
Volunteers and
Advisory Groups
Specialist Consultants
July-September 2013
Angela Gregory – Accountant
Ann Woodcock – Special
Projects - Client MIS
Kathy Carruthers – Corporate
Consultant
Dr Susanne Hillier Physiotherapist
Interintra – IT and Website
Contractor
James Burdon – BurdonAwire
Design Website Graphics
Joan Tamiaans – Minute Taker
– BINSA Board
Karen Osborne – Psychologist,
Independent Associate
Kate Costello – Director
Governance Matters
Michal Dutkiewicz – Website
Illustrator
Natasha Sari – Website
Project/Newsletter

Student Practicum
Hailey Connor (4th year
student)
Flinders University - Bachelor
of Social Work and Social
Planning
Chelsea Bartlett (final year
student)
Flinders Uni Bachelor of
Disability and Community
Rehabilitation

Return to Work
Proactiv People Solutions –
WorkCover SA
Bill Wright

Chief Executive Officer
Reporting
Volunteers July–Sept.
2013
Springboard Program
David Bajjali
Delores Goodey
Emma James
Janelle Wood
Jess Turner
Jessie Wu
Monica Ayliffe
Morneer Ackaire
Rachel Briggs
Rebecca Closter
Robert Semmens
Sheriden Marin
Suzanne Edwards
Tanya Davey
Valmai Mackenzie
Megan Jenkin
Whitney Rose

Administration
General
Keryl Beesley
Virginia Chen

Reception
Penny Sommers

Program Advisory/
Events Support Cttees
Springboard
Professional
Member Group
Anna Miles
Delores Wells
Fiona Creed
Liz Williams

RTP Advisory Group
Donna Lamden
Terry Sommerville
Adrian Horan

2013 Brain Injury
Awareness Week
(BIAW) 12-18 August
(a sneaky peek at what’s coming!)

BINSA 2013 BIAW
calendar of events
Monday 12
10am-4pm

arts day
workshops

visual arts
with Jungle
making my story
Rob de Kok
poetry my way
SA Writers Centre

Tuesday 13
6pm-7.30pm

launch 2013 BIAW

guest speaker
David Caudrey Executive
Director Disability SA

Wednesday 14
10am-4pm

your day - your say
round tables - with

BINSA selected to deliver External Merits Review Support
Service (EMRSS)
BINSA is very pleased to announce that it has been selected
by FAHCSIA to deliver the newly implemented External Merits
Review Support Service (EMRSS) to those South Australians
who are included in the DisabilityCare Australia (DCA) services
launch site co-hort.
The EMRSS will offer very specific support both legal and
advocacy support for people with disability seeking an external
review of a decision made by DCA. All people with disability
will be offered a support person when seeking external merits
review by the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AAT).
This new service demonstrates that people with a disability will
get a fair go when seeking a review, and ensures the review
system is accessible and supportive for people with disability.
It is also an affirmation of BINSA’s success as an outstanding
Advocacy service over the past 21 years that they have been
selected to deliver the service in South Australia (SA).
BINSA will be responsible for providing EMRSS support to any
child aged 0-14 years who is involved over the next 3 years in
the SA launch site, as part of the DCA roll out.

Disability Care Australia
External Merits Review
		
Support
Trustees and Finance
Community Connections
after an ABI

While BINSA will continue to focus all its other services on its
core constituency, adults with an acquired brain injury (ABI),
the EMRSS will enable BINSA to engage with many children
and families, regardless of their specific disability, who seek an
external review of a DCA decision in the AAT.

Thursday 15
4pm-6pm

The provision of a support person under EMRSS does not
preclude a person from determining who will provide them with
support. This may include access to advocacy advice, support
and representation from another advocacy provider. BINSA
is and remains fully supportive of maintaining the ethos of
choice and control, thereby exemplifying the independence of
advocacy support in all elements of DCA service provision.

professional 		
speak ...

Innovating accommodation
and personal care

Friday 15
6pm-10pm

2013 BIAW Awards
BINSA 21st birthday
be inspired, celebrate,
sing, dance and enjoy

join us
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Disability Care Australia (DCA) (NDIS) has
commenced ...

BINSA now welcomes enquires from a child (or their guardian)
who are within the launch site age co-hort, should they need
EMRSS support if seeking to appeal a DCA decision to the AAT.
Please call our office on 08 8217 7600 or country callers 1300
733 049, or email emrss@binsa.org Full details also available on
Mariann R McNamara
the www.binsa.org cheers

BINSA 2013-16
Strategic Planning
BINSA held several
consultations with ABI
constituents, stakeholders,
staff and Board to develop
our 2013-16 Strategic Plan.
Each group was asked
•

What is BINSA really
good at now?

the responses included
•
•
•
•

We have a very
committed group
of staff, Board and
Volunteers
Listening to client
needs which in turn
leads to better
resolutions
They make me feel
valued
Workshops and
courses are realistic,
right level of
challenge with		
out being over
demanding and
well targeted

What is BINSA not so
good at/where could
BINSA improve?
the responses included
•
•
•
•

Need better
marketing,
networking and
communication
Staffing levels and
pressure
Lack of awareness of
BINSA in community
BINSA has huge
opportunity to grow

So where are we
headed?
BINSA is now in full
‘throttle’ laying out the
next 3+ years strategic
approach and operational
priorities - further details
on the website
www.binsa.org
3

Counselling

BINSA PROGRAM REPORTS
Administration
Coordinator Administration
Winter 2013

Welcome to my world! The land of continuous
change and improvement.
This last quarter has
seen our new telephone
communication system
installed enabling us to
save our voice messages
and save money - how’s
that!

Volunteer Week – our
celebration was on 15
May, with a presentation,
pressies, lunch and longstanding volunteers being
recognised as part of the
festivities. Thanks to our
Patron Professor Richard
Clark for being part of the
occasion.
It was evident from the
feedback we received that
it was a very successful day
and fun was had by all.

Our new amended
Constitution has been
formally adopted by the
BINSA membership. BINSA
has now moved to where
the Board are the members
and all our constituency are
now fully covered by our
current support, services
and information - so no
longer do you need to pay
a membership.

Don’t forget to check out
our website regularly

BINSA is working hard
to make sure if someone
needs our available support
you just have to contact us.

I would like to take this
opportunity to thank
you all for your generous
donations; they will be put
to good use by extending
our services to regional
areas.

We have almost completed
the induction of our new
volunteers and offer a
warm welcome to them
as well as our existing
volunteers.
Without you; we couldn’t
be as efficient, effective or
effervescent as we are!
Recently, we had a great
opportunity to show
how much we value our
volunteers during National
4

www.binsa.org
It contains great info,
news, and the calendar is
updated constantly to let
you know of upcoming
events – you can even
check out pictures of our
staff and board – nice to
put faces to names.

BIG THANK YOU
So, this has been exciting,
educational and lots of
fun and it remains a great
place to work.
Until next time ...
Karen Arthur, Coordinator
Administration

Counselling, like life itself,
has taken many different
forms of late; from giving
“homework” aimed at
cognitive rehabilitation,
to working through
frustration management,
to continuing work with
relationships after ABI and
just about everything in
between.
As ABI can be such a
multifaceted condition, no
two cases will ever be the
same.
That being said, many
of the people who enter
into counselling report
that they leave with a
sense of being somewhat
understood and clearer in
their views of themselves
and their experiences more
generally speaking.
Chris Farrand works in
counselling over three
afternoons a week,
Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, so if you feel that
you may benefit from
talking your experiences
through, or if you have a
more focused discussion in
mind,
Please contact Chris
Farrand on 8217 7601 or
chris@binsa.org.
Chris works half days
Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday.

BINSA PROGRAM REPORTS
Advocacy
My name is Amy
Ambagtsheer and I
started working with
BINSA in May as the new
Advocate, taking over from
Jan Palmer (very big shoes
to fill).
My previous position was
as an advocate and support
worker for Victims of Crime
in the Murray Bridge area.
As a way of introducing
myself I will tell you a little
about my background
and my work history. I
have worked within the
Criminal justice System for
many years, working as a
correctional officer, police
officer and advocate for
victims of crime.
As a Police Officer for
several years I attained
the qualifications of Police
Prosecutor, then left to
work in the disability sector
which was always an area
of interest for me. I am
passionate about advocacy
and most importantly
helping people get access
to the services they require
and have a right to.
My qualifications include
a degree in Behavioural
Science (with law electives),
Diploma in Policing, along
with Certificates in Justice
Studies, Correctional
Services, and Disability.

I am available to assist any
SA constituent with an ABI
and their family members,

supporting clients to access
new or varied employment
supports

to provide support in many
different areas of their life.

•support to locate new or
varied respite, residential
care and housing

Whether the advocacy
matter relates to a legal,
financial, accommodation,
health, service access,
discrimination or any other
area of concern, Amy
will gladly try to assist to
achieve the best outcome
possible.
Since commencing at BINSA
I have found that the
client advocacy is wide and
varying, and I have been
able to get involved in
advocating for constituents
in many different areas.
Some of the areas I have
supported people in, and
am able to support other in
include;
•Family Law, mediation
and accessing visitation
with children that has
previously been denied
•criminal law, writing
victim impact statements
and dealing with police,
solicitors and prosecutors in
criminal matters
•debt collection, and
financial matters, including
contact with organisations
to work out payment plans
and decrease debts
•employment
discrimination and

•and, accessing support to
change disability services or
access new and required
equipment such as
wheelchairs or safety rails
at home.
As we go to press - I
can announce that I
have been offered the
position of External
Merits Review Support
Service (EMRSS)Person
with BINSA, which I
have accepted and will
slowly move across into
this position, whilst
remaining an active
advocate for people
with ABI at BINSA.
In the meantime, BINSA
is busy recruiting the new
Advocate and I will be
working very closely with
that person in the future
so there will be even more
advocacy support at BINSA
very soon.
If you have any queries
in respect to advocacy,
or an area of support
you believe BINSA may
be able to assist with,
please make sure to
contact us on 8217 7000
and see how we can
help.
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BINSA PROGRAMS AND SERVICES
Springboard
Program
It is with the continual
support, effort and
skills from the Staff,
Professional Therapists
and Volunteers that
Springboard continues
to grow and the clients
improve and reach their
goals.

helps to keep us focused
and illustrate we are doing
the right thing.
Keep up the great work
everyone
Victoria Zelipski
Springboard Coordinator

I was also invited to
accompany Cheryl
Mason and her family
as Cheryl explored the
possibility of returning
to the work force at
ORANA.
They were both
wonderful opportunities
to be with the
participants and families
outside of Springboard
and see how all the
time they have spent
with BINSA has had such
a positive outcome.
Sharing the stories with
staff and volunteers
12

Please register your interest
in attending a Western
Coffee club which we hope
to hold on a regular basis
the third Friday afternoon
of each month at Villie’s
Cafe.
If you would like any
further information on
any of the above, please
contact Shaneen Renshaw
on Thursdays, on 8217 7605
or shaneen@binsa.org

I was honoured to be
invited when two of the
graduating participants
and their family
were exploring new
challenges or reached a
milestone.
I recently attended
Wayne Avery’s 60th
birthday celebration. It
was great to see Wayne
with his family and
friends having a hoot of
a time.

providing strategies for
relaxation and mindfulness.

Community Learning
and Lifeskills
The Community Learning
and Lifeskills program
has included a number of
workshops/presentations
over the past six months.
As well as the regular City
Coffee Club which is soon
to relocate to the Town
Hall Cafe, we have had
topics at BINSA including
Basic First Aid facilitated
by a St Johns Volunteer,
Low Cost Living, a
presentation form Uniting
Care Wesley and Healthy
Living including a Green
Smoothie tasting. We have
also negotiated a regular
monthly workshop in
partnership with Anglicare
SA ‘Be Kind and Unwind’

Please note if you do leave
a message then Shaneen
will reply when she returns
each Thursday.
So if it is urgent then
please call the general
number 8217 7600
Shaneen Renshaw –
Coordinator CL&L

Taking my leave ...
My name is Ed Weaver;
I started with BINSA
Springboard Program
about a year ago as a
volunteer before becoming
a support worker soon
after that.
When I left my previous
work as a consultant I
found the Springboard
Program with a Google
search and decided to give
it a go, thinking I’d like
to try work that is more
focused around helping
people.
I had not worked in the
disability sector before
but Victoria, Catherine,
Mariann and the rest of the
team made the transition
really smooth.
During my time at
Springboard I have met
so many amazing people
and learned so much, and
my experiences have made
clear to me how much I
enjoy this type of work
and how satisfying and
rewarding it can be.
As well as learning a
lot about the various
challenges people with
acquired brain injuries (ABI)
face from day-to-day, I’ve
also learnt a lot about their
strength and courage. I
have also learnt that, with
persistence, remarkable
improvements are possible.

I really value the
friendships I’ve made with
so many participants over
the last year and wish them
all the best in achieving
their personal goals.
Working with such a
committed and positive
team of staff and
volunteers has been
absolutely fantastic.
Thanks so much to
everyone for making this
experience what it was.
I’ll certainly miss the long
chats around the table and
games of ‘eye spy’, as well
as the epic golf and ‘hit
and miss’ tournaments in
the physio room.
I’m now moving to
San Francisco and then
Vancouver to do some
psychology work. I’ll be
back in February so will be
sure to pop in and say hi to
everyone then!
Ed Weaver
BINSA staff, volunteers
and participants would
like to wish Ed Weaver
safe travels and all the
very best as he takes
on new challenges
overseas.

RTP Winter 2013
The RTP team here at
BINSA has seen a few
changes over the last 3
months with Charlotte
Rasmussen joining
Relationships Australia to
provide therapeutic services
to children.
We have successfully
completed another RTP
program for the period of
April to June 2013 held 3
RTP Alumni events plus an
impromptu gathering for
those who are anticipating
the commencement of the
next program.
We have been busy
preparing a report for MAC
which was submitted at the
end of the financial year
and we are very excited to
announce that funding has
been granted for a further
12 months.
Preparations are also
underway for a northern
express RTP; set to run in
Port Pirie during September
2013 (watch this space).
Three more people have
successfully completed
the RTP taking with them
new skills for coping with
a range of issues including
fatigue and emotional
regulation resulting in an
increased awareness into
their own brain injury.
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RTP continuedyouth ect

ransition Pr

On completions of the
program, the group set
off on an excursion to the
South Australian Museum
to see the stunning
exhibition featuring 24
images from the annual
astrophotography
competition from 2012
with pictures including
images of planets and the
Sun, to deep space.
Our RTP Alumni Events
are held on the first
Wednesday of the month
and anyone who has
participated in RTP is very
welcome to attend.
The May session saw the
conversation around the
theme of relationships
continue and in June the
group discussed ‘The
Shadow’ - aspects of
personality that steps out
after ABI, both negative
and positive this led onto
an in depth discussion
regarding the concept
of “Beauty”, how it is
conceived, how it can be
realised.
RTP Alumni in July wasPan
opportunity for individuals
to find out more about
Future Pathways –
Disability Employment
This session was a huge
success for many reasons,
including including the
turnout of 16 participants,
5 Disability Employment
6

Service (DES) providers
from 3 organisations
(Workskil, Sureway and
CRS).
Discussions were around
barriers to regaining or
starting employment,the
politics and restrictions
around being successful
in this attempt and a
short but informative
information session around
some of the support
services available to clients
with ABI.
This was a great
opportunity for BINSA
RTP Alumni to tackle
another step post-program,
in re-connecting on an
important level with
society.
While some discussion
revolved around lived
reality of chronic
disappointment with
services and opportunities,
having the presenters there
to dispel any myths and
contextualise some of these
disappointing experiences
seemed to be reassuring,
especially when combined
with the clear description
of some of the services that
were available o clients
with ABI.
Some of these services
included: training
opportunities; on the job
support; negotiating with
employers around flexible
working conditions and
any tangible supports

(e.g. memory aids,
clearly defined routines)
potentially needed.
Also of interest was the
ability of DES providers to
offer job retention support,
such as icounselling,
providing a relatively safe
journey from introduction
to the DES service through
to job placement and
ongoing job retention.
The turnout and interest in
this session is a testament
to not only the interest
in and importance of this
venture, but also to the
barriers that many seem
to have experienced in
previous attempts to attain
employment.
for all enquires about
RTP programs and
activities - contact the
RTP Team - Kelly Weckert
kelly@binsa.org
Tegan Whittard
tegan@binsa.org
Chris Farrand
chris@binsa.org

Re-Wired
The Re-Wired Program
- Fitness Circuit is
continuing to assist
individuals with getting
started in regular fitness
programs.
The program has been a
bit quieter in Adelaide
this first half of the year
but with a new group of
4 participants starting 12
July the second half of the
year is looking a lot more
exciting.
Re-Wired is a program
of fitness classes for
individuals with an
ABI with the goal of
transitioning into regular
fitness programs in their
local area.
Re-Wired in Mount
Gambier has continued to
run with a few participants
and we have had some
great feedback.
We received feedback from
Community Health in Mt
Gambier that one of the
clients they referred was
extremely happy with the
program.

second half of the year
in Adelaide and we are
continuing to develop the
program as required.
If you have any enquiries
or would like any further
information please
contact Catherine on
0882177600 or email
catherine@binsa.org
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BINSA

thanks all our
sponsors and
donors.
All donations received
go towards additional
services
see our website
www.binsa.org
for how to donate

...consider being a BINSA
Volunteer
...more than 100 volunteers already help BINSA each
year - across all sorts of activities - so think about it and if interested here’s some options...
• event assistance • admin support
especially good PC skills • member data base support
• newsletter enveloping
• Springboard Program participant
assistance
social media and web/blog support
•
•
be a Buddy
• general all sorts
Come along and register and try us out - $8/day
reimbursement of some transport costs

They reported how
encouraging the trainers
where and how attentive
they had been to individual
needs of the client.

Aurora Borealis

t2013 newsletter piece:

Re-Wired will run on
Friday afternoons in the
11

Health, medical, bits and
pieces

Information on National
Dsability Support

National Disability
Organisations’
Clearinghouse
The Australian Government
provides funding to
13 national disability
organisations to contribute
to government policies on
issues affecting people with
disability, their families and
carers.
They also convey
information between
government, their
membership and the
broader community on
social policy issues and
represent constituencies’
views.
The national disability
organisations are memberbased organisations,
accountable to the
individuals and groups that
support them.
In recognition of the
complexity and diversity of
the disability population,
the national disability
organisations represent
many types of disabilities,
as well as the interests
of women, Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander
people with disability
and their communities,
people from culturally
and linguistically diverse
backgrounds, and children
with disability.
10

In collaboration with
the organisations this
clearinghouse has been
established as an online
repository of information
from and about the
national disability
organisations.
Importantly for people
with disability, their
families, carers and other
stakeholders this website
will provide a single point
of access to information on
the disability organisations
– their role, activities and
representation.
http://ndoch.govspace.
gov.au/

Where and when
is DisabilityCare
Australia available?
We are introducing the
scheme in stages, because
it’s a big change and we
want to get it right and
make it sustainable.

•South Australia for
children aged 0-14 years
•Tasmania for youth aged
15-24 years
•the Barwon area of
Victoria for people up to
age 65 and

DisabilityCare Australia
is the national disability
insurance scheme. This is
the new way of providing
individualised support
for eligible people with
permanent and significant
disability, their families and
carers.
DisabilityCare Australia is
the insurance that gives us
all peace of mind.
Disability could affect
anyone - having the right
support makes a big
difference

From 1 July 2014,
DisabilityCare Australia
will commence in the ACT,
and the Barkly region of
Northern Territory.

Roll out of the
full scheme
will commence
progressively from

do you have a
complaint?
BINSA service users have
a right to raise
complaints and no
person will be
disadvantaged if this
occurs.

From 1 July 2013,
DisabilityCare Australia
begins in:

•the Hunter area in NSW
for people up to age 65.

Who we are

Protecting your brain and prevention and treatment of stroke - RN Health Report 15 July

Listen now 			

Download audio

http://www.abc.net. au/radionational/programs/healthreport/protecting-your-brain-and-prevention-andtreatment-of-stroke/4820388
There are areas in Australia where, if you’re having
a stroke, you don’t get the acute care you deserve to
save your brain and maybe even your life.

Just contact BINSA either
in person, in writing, by
email info@binsa.org or
by phone on 8217 7600
or 1300 733 049
A response to a
complaint will be made
within five working days
and confidentiality is
assured.

Research from the US shows just how much every
minute’s delay counts.
Would you know how to
recognise a stroke in
yourself or someone else?
Plus new treatments to
repair your brain and
spinal cord after an injury
like a stroke.

1 July 2016.
for all enquiries
contact
1800 800 110
to find out more about
where and when
DisabilityCare Australia
is available.

?
need advocacy
th
it is always wor
ation
tu
si
discussing your
NSA
BI
h
wit
and concerns
d
t ha a
if you have no
fair go ...
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PHOTOS

Jan Palmer with BINSA Staff - Thank you Jan for answering
the call of BINSA - you are tops!

It’s always a great day for us when one of our
participants walk into BINSA - Well done Cheryl!

2013 Volunteer day at BINSA
Thanks to our patron Prof Richard Clark and our wonderful Chair Jo Andrew who officiated at the celebrations
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